The Sussex Collection

County Stone fireplaces are available through a handpicked
selection of approved retailers in the UK.

If you would like to see the quality of our materials and
the unrivalled standard of our craftmanship, call us on
01243 544770 for the details of your local showroom.

Units 4 and 7 Hooe Farm Industrial Estate
Tye Lane, Walberton, West Sussex BN18 0LU
www.countystonegranite.co.uk
T: 01243 544770

High quality natural stone fireplaces - Hand crafted in the heart of West Sussex
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This brochure has been thoughtfully composed to inspire
you, but if you have your own design ideas, we will work

style.

In this brochure you will discover an
eclectic and comprehensive collection
of fireplace styles ranging from the
modern clean lines of the Harting, to the

From concept to finished product, we are here to

classical elegance of the Midhurst, each

interpret your dream.

one handcrafted from start to finish at
our premises in West Sussex.

Jane Gibson, Director, County Stone Granite.

Cutting edge technology combined
with our experience in traditional
handcrafting methods ensure each
surround is individually cut, polished
and finished to the highest standard.
				
					
					

The Walberton

Created
from start
to finish at our
premises in the
South of England

A fitting tribute to our local village, the Walberton is
classic in style. This statement fireplace with subtle
arched detailing looks gorgeous here in the warm
tone of Portugese limestone.

Timeless shelf style

bespoke
County Stone put you at the forefront of
the design process, you choose how the
finished product will look.

Dimensions
Overall Size: 51.2” (1300) x 41.5” (1055)
Opening:

35.4” (900) x 31.3” (795)

Shelf:

54” (1370) x 7” (180)

The Barlavington
Influenced by the curvaceous designs of the
Handcrafting
in the UK
enables us to
deliver faster than
any imported
surround.

Queen Ann period, with its stylish bolection
surround this fireplace looks stunning here in Rosal
limestone..

Traditional Methods
hand shaping and finishing are
techniques that have been passed
through generations and are still used in
our West Sussex factory today.

Dimensions
Overall Size: 54” (1375) x 44.2” (1125)
Opening:

38” (965) x 35” (890)

Shelf:

54” (1375) x 6” (150)

The Sutton

Seen here
in 1500 x 1215
your retailer will be
able to advise you
on our made to
measure service.

With fine clean lines and a gently curved base the
versatile Sutton is ideal for both traditional and
modern living. Seen here in our beautiful honed
New Cream limestone with a contrasting polished
marble hearth for extra impact.

An eye catching profile

Materials
We can craft your fireplace from
an extensive range of different
limestones, marbles and granites.

Dimensions
Overall Size: 59” (1500) x 47.8” (1215)
Opening:

35” (890) x 33.6” (855)

Shelf:

59” (1500) x 8.3” (210)

The Harting
This bold, contemporary fireplace with its strong clean
Seen here
in 1420 x 1035
speak to your local
showroom about our
made to measure
service.

lines is one of our bestselling designs, pair with honed
granite slips and matching hearth for the ultimate
expression of style.

quality
Your fireplace will be crafted with
care and precision and will not leave
our yard until it has passed our strict
quality inspection.

Dimensions
Overall Size: 56” (1420) x 41” (1035)
Opening:

34.2” (870) x 30” (740)

Shelf:

56” (1420) x 7.8” (200)

The Bosham
Perhaps the most subtle and unassuming surround

A hearth in the
matching stone may
suit your space.

in this collection, the Bosham fireplace’s simple
design allows the beauty of the soft veining in the
natural material to speak for itself.

Always chamfered by hand.

Protection
your fireplace will be professionally
sealed onsite using the best product
on the market.

Dimensions
Overall Size: 51” (1295) x 42.7” (1085)
Opening:

34.8” (885) x 33.5” (850)

Shelf:

51” (1295) x 4” (100)

The Goodwood
With its classic styled arch surround and inlaid
darts, the Goodwood looks sublime here in
smooth Portuguese limestone.

Speak to
your County
Stone approved
advisor about the
finishes available for
your hearth.

MADE to Measure
Our experience in made to measure
masonry enables us to produce your new
fireplace in unparalleled time frame and
unrivalled quality standards.

Dimensions
Overall Size: 56.2” (1430) x 43.7” (1110)
Opening:

34.6” (880) x 31.5” (800)

Shelf:

56.2” (1430) x 8.2” (210)

The Rogate
Individually
crafted at our state
of the art factory in
the heart of Sussex.

Pure elegance combined with simple geometric
lines and classical proportions will give focus and
scale to both contemporary and traditional homes.

Featured here in Portugese limestone.

choice
Your fireplace will be created in your
chosen combination of surround, slips
and hearth.

Dimensions
Overall Size: 59.6” (1515) x 50” (1275)
Opening:

36” (915) x 36” (915)

Shelf:

59.6” (1515) x 7” (180)

The Thakeham
Simple traditional design coupled with bold
Please
speak with
your retailer
about stone
samples.

architectural form ensures this surround works in
any environment. Seen here in handcrafted Vratza
limestone with a contrasting black honed granite
hearth.

craftsmanship
Our skilled stone masons have mastered
their trade for decades, providing you with
peace of mind that your investment is in
safe hands.

Dimensions
Overall Size: 59” (1500) x 46.8” (1190)
Opening:

35.4” (900) x 33.5” (850)

Shelf:

59” (1500) x 8.6” (220)

The Midhurst
Pictured in
XXX by XXX all
dimensions can be
tailored to suit your
needs

Simple curves and refined detailing
lend style and elegance to this classical
looking fireplace. Featured in Rosal
limestone with a contrasting honed
granite hearth.

Attention to detail is paramount.

FINISH
Premium quality stone in a breathtaking
variety of honed, riven, antiqued, satin and
polished finishes are selected by us, from
all corners of the world.

Dimensions
Overall Size: 59.8” (1520) x 47.6” (1210)
Opening:

33” (840) x 33” (840)

Shelf:

59.8” (1520) x 7.5” (190)

The Slindon
With its stylish shaped mantle supports and arched

Tailor made to fit
any room.

detail this elegant design has a symmetry and form
suitable for both modern and traditional homes.

Portugese limestone provides an
authentic feel.

experience
Our craftsmen have over 25 years of
practical knowledge and expertise
behind them.

Dimensions
Overall Size: 53.9” (1370) x 41” (1030)
Opening:

31.1” (790) x 29.3” (745)

Shelf:

53.9” (1370) x 10.2” (260)

The Fittleworth
Available shaped
and finished to suit
any space.

Inspired by the flat simplicity of the Victorian
fireplace, this beautiful surround offers charm
and focus – for a real statement choose in our
dramatic Cosmic Black granite or a fine white
marble for a fresh timeless look.

The Fittleworth in white Carrara marble

cutting edge technology
Our state of the art saws are built by
Terzago, an Italian firm who have been
in the natural stone processing business
for over a century.

Dimensions
Overall Size: 58” (1475) x 46.2” (1175)
Opening:

36” (915) x 36” (915)

Shelf:

58” (1475) x 7” (180)

The Petworth
This handsome surround with strong vertical and

Your room style
may lend itself to a
matching hearth

horizontal lines has an elegant downward taper
to the pilasters. Shown here in Desert Queen, our
new beige limestone.

Precision crafted

Versatility
Every surround we create is
suitable for gas, traditional open
fires and log burners.

Dimensions
Overall Size: 59” (1500) x 49.6” (1260)
Opening:

39.7” (1010) x 37.8” (960)

Shelf:

59” (1500) x 8.2” (210)

The Colworth
Seen in XXX by
XXX individually
tailored sizes
available on all
designs.

Chic, distinct and inspired by the recent industrial
trends in interior design, the Colworth is new to
the Sussex Collection. Seen here in the exquisite
blue/grey tones of our new Beteige Blue
limestone.

The Colworth’s eye-catching angles.

SERVICE
County Stone have strong relationships
with our retailers, based on solid
foundations of decades of excellent
service and reliability.

Dimensions
Overall Size: 58.2” (1480) x 44” (1120)
Opening:

28.3” (720) x 29.1” (740)

Shelf:

58.2” (1480) x 5.5” (140)

Bespoke

Now you have taken inspiration from this collection and created the brief for your
dream fireplace it’s time to visit your local County Stone retailer to finalise your design.

Individual styles and tastes are unique and there is no ‘one size fits all’ solution to
your in-home design ideas.
Speak to the
person who shared
this brochure with
you, they will be able
to look after you from
survey through to
installation.

If the traditional fireplace arrangement is not suitable for your vision, your space or
building type, we can create stunning frames, plinths and hearths from the same
vast range of natural limestones, marbles and
granites as the designs in this collection.
Your County Stone approved retailer will be able
to advise you on the most appropriate option for
your particular requirements.
Choose your
surround, slips and
hearth combination or
discuss your own
design ideas.

Scan this image with
your smartphone
camera for images of
our stone samples.

Sit back
and relax while our
highly skilled and
experienced craftsmen
cut, shape and finish
your new interior
design piece.

